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Because the University of Mid-America is a major open on.al experiment

L. learning technology, we are quite concerned with c e area of

professional development. The instructional media a still emerging

oi us in the business/of developingas a field of study; and those

learning systems are continually discovering new are s of professional

competence for which few, if any, training programslexist. In order
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University of Mid-America are taking towards developing a large and

ambitious teaching-at-A-distance system in a five state region of

the upper Midwest. A not-for-profit corporation, UMA is a consortium

of seven state universities in five midwestern states. The presidents

of Iowa and Iowa State Universities, Kansas and Kansas State Universities,

and the Universities of Missouri, Nebraska and South Dakota serve as

the Board of Trustses UMA has four primary objectives:

the d sign and development of mediated credit and

a-credit courses for use off - campus in teaching

at-a-distance programs;

, - research and evaluation of formal adult teaching

and learning;

assistance with the planning and development of

state open learning delivery mechanisms;

- dissemination of both course work and research

products to all those so interested,

UMA has no campus. It grants no credit; it awards no external degree.

Rather, UMA is a central agency offering course development and

evaluation services to its member institutions. The actual delivery

and accreditation of courses remains the responsibility of the member

state institutions.

UMA is developing an lulled learning system, engaged in the day-to-

day creation and delivery of postsecondary opportunities to a variety



of adelts. At the same time, UMA is a wide-ranging experiment in the

use of instructional technelogy in an open learning system at the

college level. As an applied learning system, UMA is involved in a

process of teaching and learning at a distance via mediated courses

employed in a variety of off-campus settings. This process involves

the identification of curricula for our target audiences; the develop-

ment of teaching-at-a-distance courses and materials; and the delivery

of these courses and materials by UMA-affiliated delivery systems in

thelive member states. Our experimental nature is an outgrowth of

/Our operations. We have beep charged by our principal fundor, the

National Institute of Education, to conduct an operational investiga-

tion into all aspects of technology-based postsecondary education,. as

the major regional open learning model in the :,action,

UM& BACKGROUND

UNA was formed in response to the reports of the Carnegie Commission on

Nontraditional Study and the Newman Commission which called for broadened

access to higher educational opportunities. These reports, as you recall,

stressed the fundamental inequity of the American system of traditional

higher education, in its emphasis upon college as an intense period of

training for those between ages 18 and 22. For the adult in midcareer

with responsibilities of job and family who wishes to train for a new

career, to pursue additional certification in his or her area

employment, or simply to pursue further education for recreational or



self-improvement purposes, t e traditional system CAA exact a

considerable penalty, both in economic terms and in the reorientation

in licestyle'required of the adult returning to campus., Indeed,

because the campuses have traditionally tended to be "youth ghettoes"

catering to the full-time 18-to-22-year-old, many adults have been

reluctant even to consider such a return. Even with the increase iii

the average age of campus students over the past few years, the

relectance remains. In the Midwestern region served by UMA, the return

to college would frequently require a change of residence, since colleges

are relatively few and far between. For adult learners, the problem

of access is one of bringing education to than, in their own environ-

menc, and in a manner which allows them the flexibility of structuring

courses and programs to fit into their already-busy schedules.

UMA had its beginnings five years ago, as the University of

Nebraska (SUN) project, a fledgling outreach program of the

University of Nebraska. At the beginning, our task seemed fairly

simple, or so we thought. Nebraska had in place a nine-station,

statewide Educational Television NetwOrk, and an elaborate production"

facility, housing the latest telecommunizations equipment. Our

assignment was to work with University faculty and administrators, to

develop courseware for delivery via television across the state. We

applied for, and received, several modest-sized federal seed grants

from the Office of Education and the National Center for Educational

Technology,,to accomplish the design of such a system.



But as detailed planning progressed, SUN planners began to realize the

magnitude of their undertaking. Fri order for such educational outreach

materials to be successfully developed and employed, they had to be ,

meticulously planned, to give the learner maximum flexibility and

independence. Since the Learner could no longer rely upon regular

face-to-face meetings with course faculty, the courses had to be largely

self-sufficient, learner-centered, and inclusive of everything the

student needed to complete"the course. To accomplish this task, we

turned to the relatively new science of instructional design, which

offers a systematic method of shaping content to the media in such

manner as to alloy maximum instructional effectiveness. And for the

courses to appeal to learners, the mediated components had to be of

an aesthetic quality which would allow them to compete with commercial

television. Therefore, we added to the faculty members and instructional

designers a cadre of experienced media production professionals. Thus,

of necessity, was born a course development team, in which responsi-

bilities are shared by a group of professionals in various areas of

expertise. We did not invent such teams, of course; but in practice

we confirmed their necessity.

Moreover, for the courses to compare favorably in academic quality with

on-campus offerings, means had to be found to measure their instructional

effectiveness, and to revise and remake portions which did not measure

Up. And television by itself was probably not adequate tc the task:
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print materials, audio, and other visuals were needed to accommodate

the various learning styles of our target'amdiences. Thus, evaluators

and measurement specialists joined our teams, and along with

researchers to help us determine the characteristics and needs of the

learners um were to serve.

In 1973, sponsorship of SUN was assumed by the newly-formed

Natioral Institute of Education. As the result of various fiscal and

economic studies, it became clear that, in order for the system to

operate cost-effectively without compromising academic or production

quality, it would be necessary to expand beyond the boundaries of a.

single state: It was simply a matter of economy of scale: large number

of learners had to be attracted to the system in order to keep the per-

student costs within reasonable bounds. And so, after another year

of intensive planning, the University of Hid-America was incorporated

in 1974 by a consortium of state Universities. Our initial, members were

Kansas State and Iowa State Universities and the Universities of

Nebraska, Missouri, and Kansas. The Universities of Iowa and South Dakota

have since joined the consortium, and further expansion is contemplated.

The Presidents of the member universities, as the UMA Board of Trustees,

have the ultiMati responsibility for all policy decisions. A. core

administrative and academic staff and instructional, media production,

and research specialists are located in Lincoln, Nebraska, and tend

to the day-to-day operations in curriculum development, course develop-

ment, research and evaluation. Each member institution has a delivery

7
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system coordinator who acts as a liaison person between his or her

home institution and 124A.

cwicuLum

The UNK curriculum is shaped by the UMA Office of Academic Affairs,

acting with the advice of the Trustees, and of an Academic Council which

consists of six faculty or administrative staff =labors of each

participating university. it keeping with the multiple audiences UNA

is designed to serve, our curriculum will consist of a variety of kinds

of courses.

First of all, there will be a basic program of courses in conventional

academic areas. Courses in the arts and humanities., ana in'the natural

and social sciences, the backbone of a college education, form the

basis of a general liberal education, as well as of any number of

specialized degree programs. These courses are particularly important

for that part of the UMA, target audience -- roughly two-thirds --

who cite a college degree as the desired outcome of their course of

study. For example, the first developed UNA, course is a two-semester

introduction to accounting (a subject which combines the traditional

disciplinary point of view with a highly practical content).

But although the established conceptual fremeworki are within the

disciplines, the questions of real interest and importance to society

often lie across or between disciplines, Therefore, the UM& curriculum

will inlude a numeer of interdisciplinary, problem-oriented courses

Which touch upon issues of real concern to our target audiences. For

example, we are currently developing, with the assistant of 4 grant

8



from the Lilly Endowment, a course dealing with the World Food Problem,

This course treats the problem from number of perspectives: economic,

agriiultural, sociological. political. Another different kind of

interdisciplinary course, on the cultural history of the Great Plains,

treats its subject from historical, anthropoligical, geographical,

sociological, and literary points of view.

Another area of curriculum frequently discussed by our Academic Council

members is continuing professional education. For example, we are

working with representatives of one of our member schools to plan an

open learning course in continuing education for nurses. In a time

when various of the professions are considering requiring continuing

education for recertification (lawyers and architects, as well as

nurses, in our region), open Ica'rning can offer a real service to these

professions. Another example of this is a course currently under develop-

ment at UMA; a training program for the certification of pesticides

applicators. The program will be offered on a non-credit basis, to

enable farmers and other users of pesticides to qualify for certifica-

tion under forthcoming Environmental Protectiln Agency regulations. We

have been working with EPA and with the Cooperative Extension Services

at four of the UMA universities to develop this program for use throughout

the region.

This leads us to a fourth area of the UMA curriculum, the non - credit

course. It might be a practical course, like the pesticides program,
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or a consumerism course, or a recreational course in sketchiag,

photography or boating. Not all the needs of our target audiences

are conventionally "creditable," and we must not allow ourselves to

emphasize credit to the point that we merely replicate the college

curriculum. If we are to meet our own goal of serving our target

audiences, we must continue to respond to needs, in whatever area

they might Lie. This means continual needs assessment of our clientele.

COURSE DEVELOPMENT

I have briefly described the UM& course development team above. Let

me go into more detail now. Each course team has four core members:

an instructional designer, a resident content specialist, a formative

evaluator and a professional media'producer. The instructional

designer serves as the coordinator of the course team, responsible for

its day-to-day activities. UMW, a pool of full-time designers who

work on course teams, using a constantly evolving UMA instructional

development process. Basically, these professionals take the content

generated by the content specialist and organize it into a systematic

instructional format of goals, objectives and learning heirarchies.

They are also responsible for working with the content experts and

producers to assign different media roles to the course content. As

full -time UMA staff, they provide continuity and consistent quality

from course to course.



The resident content specialist is a faculty member on leave from his

home institution, whether a lilA member institution or elsewhere.

This academician works with a Senior Content Advisory Panel and various

topic experts to generate course content, and is responsible for

the academic quality of the course. DEA has no full -tints resideni

faculty: content specialists are hired on * coursevby-course basis, in

an attempt to provide the best academic talent for each individual

course.

Each team includes one or more evaluators, whose responsibility is

the instructional validity of the course. lilA's formative evaluation

procedures are more thorough a..0 elaborate than those of most developers;

for we recognize that the system must stand or fall on the effectiveness_

of its offerings. At every stage of the course development process,

materials are tested out with sample audiences representing the target

population, and revised within constraints of tiara and resources until

the. -curse team is satisfied that the materials are achieving their

desired effect. Like the instructional designers, the evaluation

specialists are full-time UMA staff memberc, thoroughly familiar with

the UNA course development process.

The producers of UKA courses are experienced media professionals.

Typically, they have had wide experience in commercial film and

television production. Those ve have employed to date have been a

distinguished group, with major national awards to their credit.

.t

Produce= are hired on a course-by-course basis, and work under the

direction of a resident axecutive Producer.



UMA courses include a variety of components broadcast television

and videocassettes, broadcast radio and audiocassettes, textbooks,

study guides, newspaper articles, tests and examinations, and

experimental computer modules. Not all courses include all components:

the configuration of each course is determined by course content, target

audience, delivery resources, and level of funding.

Not all UMA courses are produced from scratch; we have found that a

subatautial savings may be made by, where possible, incorporating

existing material into a course structure. For instance, we are

currently developing a poetry course based upon the successful

Public. Broadcasting Service series, "Anyone for Tennyson?", This

course follows the lead of "The Adams Chronicles," "The Ascent of Man"

end "Classic Theatre" by adapting a 'preexisting.televisionseries

into a course structure. But it goes beyond those examples in that

it includes more purely instructional companion materials to the

television series,

we are also experimenting with the adaptation of courses produced by

.other developers to the UNA concept, We have one major adaptation,

a psychology course, to use, along with a number of courses with

minor adaptations; and we are contempleting the adaptation of one or

more of the excellent Open University courses for Use by Americat.

audiences. This allows an additional savings in development costs,

by not duplicating others` efforts,



We currently have 0011:1 UMA-developed cuurse9 :11 IttW, along with several

adapted courses. We plan, by the end of 19 to have some 8 to 10

UHA courses it1 delivczy across the region and nation, with an additional

7 to 10 courses under development. And our long-rat ze plane call for

the development of 8 or more courses per year in succeeding years.

dependent upon the level of outstde funding. In a sense, we are rea11%,

only !,.1st beginning to develop courses an a large scale. but what we

have learned to date would fill volumes, And we anticipate that whet

we will Learn, will fill library rooms.

Once we have the couts9oere, we must provide a use for it. Without any

provision for delive of course,s. UMA would not be a teaching-

learning but envly a course development age;z4j. We do lease

cot7rses to other open learning systems, colleges, and univertilties.

But this tut in itself would give us little contra; over the use

our coursel, Att1e feedback or the results of

Therefore, in complete the learning system, we have )ointd

with our member star, to proviJe' f Fr ,:ourse delivery throughout the

t7IA region,

DELIVERY

As ! have mentioned, the yst In the member star

being developed by the 6t4t00 themselves. with advice and coordination

from UHA. United States Constitution leaves the responsibility

,for education to the states, and this is a prerogative which the states

have jealously, and justifiably. guarded. So UMA planners,f40,4 it but

that matters of delivery and accreditation be state resporAsibilities.

Furthermore, each state has some delivery melanins a.).'ready in place;

13



and ;hill tact. keep J./sten lower than they mlght

have been if each had to be developed from the ground up. I have

mentioned Nebraska's StAiiide ETV netwnrk as one example. Iowa has

a statewide network of Extension Centers which serve an open learning

resource centers. Other states have public and commercial television,

cable television delivery aystems, radio networks. and other resources.

Each state provides for personal attention to learners, through learning

centers, and telephone and mall contact with learners- tIMA provides

advice and technical assotance to the states necessary, to insure

that the delivery systems are compatible with UMA courses and that

some degree of uniformity exists among the systems- UMA has provided

m.odeist am,ints of seed money, from NIT and Ford Foundation grants,

towards the development of the state delivery systems. du

,Iur intention that the deli.,:eri syi to be=zome a regular part of the

state''i higher education 4y5tem. This is the best means we have of

:_rinurinF that tru c rse s are used as the,: are intended

accredtted, study-at-home 1:ots,e,

Three ur NLALOS have delivered UHA courses, and four o the five

axe planning doliveries.thir, fall (Kansas is just gearing, up to its

firftt delivery, and South Dakc',ta, our newest member, plans to offer

one or tw0A courses on a pilot basis). Sot only the Nebraska delivery

syfitem has had any extensive experience with course delivery, to data,

the Nebraska System has, in two years, nroiled over 3,000 learners in

a variety MIA-produced and acquired courses. And we have accumUlated



r, ::t lqta thest: learnerq, They an in ;toe ire U to

over 70, with A median age of 37. klali of them have had no previous

college education; 2/3 have degree aspirations. And 1/3 live on

farms or ranches, or in towns of under 2,000 population. The majority

are women. These statistics indluite that we are, in fact, reaching

A population heretofore unserved by postsecondary education, and one

wITiell would probably remain unserved if it were not for UMA. And we

are helping to define this population through a continuing investigation

into the characteristics of our rollees. So, we feel we are achieving

our goal of service to the learner, and we are confident that as our

level of operations increases, we will reach more and more of them.

We have evidence that indicates that the public-access components of

UHA courses -- television and newspapers -- are also reaching large

numbers of informal learners who do not enroll for the courses, but

view the r ision broadcasts cr read the newspaper articles. To

date we have no accurate method of measuring the number of informal

learners who are taking advantage of UHA courses, though preliminary

surveys indicate they number well into the thousands, but we recognize

that this group might, in fact, be our most significant audience, in

terms of the impact upon society.

development, course development and delivery - thesot are the

elements of UMA as an applied learning system. But some other

aspects of UHA are worthy of mention. as well. I have noted that our



71opporr,. cr'i'es rr, the National inz,titute of Education: bu

also receive support from a variety of other public and private sources.

T1 the present fiscal year, UMA has received over $1.1 million in grant

funds from sources other than NTE; and each of our member states has

made major fiscal commitments to the development of its open learning

delivery system. Thus, we are building a broad base of support which

will enable the system to continue in operation after federal research

and development funding ceases. It is our plan to attain operational

self-sufficiency by 1981.

Another major ce of income for UMA in the future will be the

leasing of courses to other postsecondary systems across the nation.

We have just created an Office of Marketing to insure the widest

possible use of UMA courses, and our efforts are already beginning to

bear fruit. Approximately 50 colleges and universities across the

country have thus far signed agreements to use 11MA's new poetry course

beginning in October of this year. UM& is also committed to the

dissemination of tuformation about the open learning system. As a

pilot project, we are exploring new areas, and conducting in-depth

studies into areas of general interest to other learning systems. By

disseminating what we have learned about the teaching-learning process,

we hope to be of assistance to other developers in advancing the\!tate

of the art of applied learning system development.
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NEEDS TOR FURTHER RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

I have given you a general overview of UMA as an applied learning

!system; I would like now to dwell upon a few of the continuing problems

we are trying to solve, gaps in which the state of the art could stand

some improvement.

One practical difficulty we face on a daily basis is accumulating and

interpreting research and evaluation data quickly enough for it to be

useful to course development teams. The gathering and processing of

data takes time, whether it be effectiveness data on a single course

component or a profile of a large number of potential Learners. If

these data are to be of use in the course development process, methods

must be built into the system to allow information to be quickly

processed and given to the course developers who need it. We have made

progress along these lines, Ind have instituted new procedures which

allow for regular quality checkpoints in the course development process.

Yet it is doubtful-Whether it will ever really be possible for all

significant data to be put into useful form within the constraints of

course development timelines. mer and'more sophisticated data

gathering and processing equipment might be the answer: but this,

in turn, raises the question of cost-effectiveness.

A related question is the turnaround time of the course development

process itself, from the identification of an area of curriculum for

consideration to the offering of a course in that areA. The assembly
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of a course team, the planning of a course, securing funding, production:

each of these steps takes time; and, particularly in interdisciplinary

areas dealing with particular problems, there is frequently a need to

get a course off thu drawing boards and into use as quickly as possible.

I offer as an example our course in iZorld Food Problems, a topic*in

which new data are coming in daily, and last week's information is

rapidly outmoded. We need a long-range system to identify tomorrow's

topics, and a means of finding those academicians and course developers

with expertise in these new areas.

Another of our continuing areas of investigation is the usefulness of

new technologies, not yet in use, for educational purpoies. We are

currently contemplating an experimental investigation into the uses

of satellf\.res for open learning over a large region. In this area,

particularly, there is a real need to identify potential uses of the

technology, and stake out an are*, before the technolpgy is earmarked

for other uses. Other examples would bathe potential of the latest

generation of computers; various devices for time-compression of

television broadcast, or storage of materials (videodisc for home use

for instance); or idteractive television cable systems. We must keep

abreast of the latest technologies, and assess each of them for its

educational implications; but at the 118M4 time, we must have the

wisdom not to embrace technology for its. own sake.

In this same vein, we must also continue to advance the state of

the art in matching each medium to its best instructional purpose.
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We know that the roles and relationships of the various media used

in a course are critical to the success of a 'course. But we do not

know how such judgments might belt be made by our instructional

developers. Nor have we discovered how best to assess the relative

weight to be given each medium,'to avoid reaching dpoint of saturation

by overusing arty single medium. This is one item on our agenda of

problems for continuing investigation: the development of a theory

of media utilization for instruction.

One point we are only beginning to realize UMA is that we might

not be using technology to its best advanta e. Our delivery systems

may le mor, innovative than our curriculum.; To a great extent, our

academic orientation is still towards the traditional arees of

curriculum, towards traditional modes of presentation. We must recognize

that instructional television is still in its infancy, despite all the'

years of experimentation with it; and that it may have undiscovered

strengths all its own awaiting discovery. Each medium offers new

possibilities for presenting new modes ofithought, new ways of perceiving.

We do not know what these possibilities might be, or what effect they

might have on future ct --icula; but we must be constantly on the lookout

for them, recognizing that they may point, the directions that technology-

based education will take in the future..

Thtse last two points speak directly to, UMA's 71e as an experiment

while perfecting what we do as an applied system't We must continue to

19
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look for ways of improving and modifying what we do, whether through

new technologies or new approaches, in order to increase the effectiveness

of the system in the long run. These experimental questtons may not

have immediate operational payoffs; indeed, they may not have payoffs

at all. But if we are to continue in the forefront of educational

innovation, we must continue to look in these new directions.

RECCMMENDATIONS FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

On the basis of these gaps I have identified, I would like to make

several recoamendations concerning directions the professional develop-

meat program might take in training people for careers in instructional

technology.

First of all, there is a real need for the retrainingof traditional

on-campus faculty, who have the academic expertise, in innovative methods

of developing materials for the media. At present, our course teams

consist of content specialists and designers, as separate roles. There

is no reason that, in the future, these roles might not be cosbined. We

are, of course, combating a tremendous inertia upon campus, a tendency

to do things as they have'always been done. But there is a significant

number of faculty members who are interested in technology and its uses.

A concerted effort should be made to reach them, as a major untapped

resource, and train them in innovative means of using the media to

present their materials. We must get them to go beyond the

"Sunrise Semester" mode (though it, too, has its role), and learn

to Use the media effectively.

20
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Similarly, we should concentrate upon means of training instructional

media people, with an emphasis upon "instructional." We need more

designers and evaluators, more people who understand the capabilities

and limitations of the media, and more people who can devise ways in

which the media can be used effectively in education. These two

points, I suspect, are really one: we must find ways of bridging the

gap between the media and the academies', if their wedding is ever to

be anything more than an uncomfortable "shotgun" affair. The course

team approach being tested by UMA holds considerable promise.

In the aresof instructional media, we need more people who are out

on the forefront of the new technologies: who understand what the

new roles and possibilities of the media are, and what their applications

to education might be. Experimentation has gone. far ahead of practice.

For instance, it is apparent that satellites and videodiscs have

important implications for education. But we need to determine just

what these implications are, in terms of harnessing these technologies

for instruction. We need a new breed of practitioners who are able to

harness new advances in the technologies for instructional purposes.

And finally, we need a group of curriculum specialists who are trained

to think in nontraditional ways, who, see curricular possibilities that

lie beyond the conventional disciplines and campuses, who recognize

What the educational needs of the people really are, and what resources

exist to meet these needs.
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Admittedly, the training of these last two groups of visionaries gill

.be a difficult matter. Who is to train them? As instructional

technology advances, and more innovative curricula are developed, they

will came along. But we need to find ways to encourage their develop-

ment, by training people to think of education in a new mode. For a

new mode of education is being developed by UKA, as an applied system

of teaching and learning which utilizes technology to bring college

courses to people on their own terms. Such a system could have

major implications for the future.


